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1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Since 2006, Ōtorohanga District has moved into a period of growth, after several decades of static or
declining population. Previously, the Council took a ‘do the minimum’ approach to maintaining its
infrastructure. While this austerity approach has put the Council in a very strong financial position, the
aged infrastructure needs a long-term upgrade programme.
Early engagement as part of the Long Term Plan (LTP) project (Ōtorohanga 2050) resulted in
community feedback indicating that it was time for the Council to invest for the future, and move from
an austerity focus to one of vibrancy. This will involve investing in community places and spaces, as
well as lifting the performance of Council’s three waters infrastructure. Council’s vision for the District:
Ōtorohanga – ‘Where Kiwi can fly’, underpins this shift in focus.
In late 2020, Council embarked on an external assessment process called CouncilMARK. Independent
assessors described Councils water services infrastructure as a key risk, recommending significant
investment over the next ten to fifteen years to meet regulatory thresholds and service level
expectations of the community. The priority is to create resilience and place the district in the best
possible position for future challenges around water security, climate change and Central Government
reforms
The Government has signalled a reform of the current arrangements for the delivery of water,
wastewater and stormwater services, which means Council’s future role in these activities is currently
uncertain. Notwithstanding this uncertainty, it is highly unlikely that any major changes will occur in the
next three years, meaning that any changes and their implications can be considered as part of
developing the 2024-34 LTP. In the meantime, Council will be adopting a ‘sound asset management
approach’ to its infrastructure and associated service delivery. That means making the best decisions
in the long-term interests of our communities.
This strategy signals an initial $2.5 million (Government funded) in 2021/22 to upgrade key water and
wastewater assets, including progressing the upgrade of Rural Water Schemes to meet drinking water
standards. A further $8 million is proposed across the first three years of the LTP as an accelerated
programme across water, wastewater and stormwater services, focusing on compliance, resilience,
network optimisation and growth. In addition, this strategy signals constructing a $12.5 million
community wastewater scheme for Kāwhia, which will provide for community health and wellbeing,
address environmental degradation concerns and allow for future growth.
While this investment signals the taking on of debt, this will be managed within prudent levels. Whilst
Councils financial strategy has this infrastructure programme being funded across the district, Council
anticipates securing further Government funding to support its infrastructure development programmes,
particularly in lifting service compliance and network resilience across all water services, and providing
an effective, sustainable solution to meeting Kāwhia’s wastewater needs. In doing so, Council is taking
a 30-year view, so that its management of, and investment in, community infrastructure remains in-step
with changing community needs, current and emerging issues, including climate change, and evolving
compliance requirements.

Figure 1.1 - Summary of Core Infrastructure Issues, Objectives and Proposed Solutions
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2.0

INTRODUCTION

This strategy sets out Ōtorohanga District Council’s strategic direction for provision of water supply,
wastewater, stormwater, road and footpath assets over the next 30 years.
Council views infrastructure as an enabler of growth, and to achieve its vision of the District continuing
to grow, wishes to partner with Central Government initiatives through:
 Accelerating upgrades of treatment plants in collaboration with the new water regulator and
other Rural Councils, using a combination of debt and Central Government funding through the
three waters reform. This acknowledges discussions with the community will be required
including the potential divesting of assets and delivery responsibilities into new multi-regional
stand-alone companies.
 Working with suppliers to efficiently use the roading corridor for the rollout of ultra-fast fibre for
Broadband, that will lead to increasing household and business connectivity.
 Utilising post COVID-19 economic stimuli packages that includes $2.5 million as Council’s share
of Tranche 1 of the Three Waters Reform and using this to increase technical competencies on
water within local suppliers.
 Regional collaboration creating consistent engineering standards for developments, helping
give surety to requirements for new housing stock; and
 Working collaboratively through the Waikato Local Authority Shared Services (WLASS)
Company to improve procurement and communicate programme of work for suppliers.
 Engaging in conversations about climate change, building climate change resilience into our
infrastructure and working with the Energy Efficiency & Conservation Authority (EECA) to assist
in additional Electric Vehicle (EV) charging stations for motorists.
 Assessing ways to reducing waste generated from its activities, and emissions as part of the
zero carbon legislation.
Council proposed schedule of capital works for the next 10 years as part of the LTP aligns with these
initiatives. For the capital works related to renewals, level of service and growth over the remaining 20
years of this strategy, Council proposes to smooth the forecasted ‘bow-wave’ across waters and
roading.
For each financial year, Council may prioritise these projects based on funding available and the needs
of the community. The projects identified will be discussed in more detail in the respective Asset
Management Plans.

Figure 2.1 - Proposed 10-Year Investment in Core Infrastructure
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PURPOSE OF THE INFRASTRUCTURE STRATEGY

This Infrastructure Strategy has been prepared to meet the requirements of section 101B of the Local
Government Act 2002 (LGA) identifying:



Significant infrastructure issues facing the Ōtorohanga District over the next 30 years.
The principal options for managing these issues and the implications of these options.

Three ‘problem statements’ and relative ranking were noted following workshops with stakeholders as
per Figure 2.3 below. The investment and actions proposed in this strategy describe how Council
intends to solve these problems, including through the use of technology advances, prudent use of debt
and leveraging external funding.
Figure 2.3 - Stakeholder Description of Problems and Relative Weighting
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2.2

SCOPE OF THE INFRASTRUCTURE STRATEGY

Section 101B of the LGA requires Council’s Infrastructure Strategy to cover infrastructure assets used
to provide services by or on behalf of Council in relation to the following activities:






Water supply.
Sewage and the treatment and disposal of sewage (wastewater).
Stormwater drainage.
Roads and footpaths.
Flood protection and control works.

This strategy does not cover:



2.3

State highways, as these are the responsibility of Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency (NZTA).
Flood protection and control assets, as these are the responsibility of the Waikato Regional
Council trading as Environment Waikato.
STRUCTURE OF THE INFRASTRUCTURE STRATEGY

The layout of this document and the corresponding LGA sections are shown in Table 2.1:
Table 2.1: Infrastructure Strategy Layout

Section

Summary

LGA 2002
as amended
(Section 101B)

Executive Summary

Provides a summary of the key issues addressed within
the document.

1.

Introduction

Identifies the purpose of the Strategy and illustrating the
linkage between strategic documents.

2.

Strategic Context

Provides context by describing the District and the
Council.

6(a) and 6(b)

3.

Infrastructure
Summary

Describes the core infrastructure provided by the Council,
strategic issues and priorities, how identified risks are
managed, and proposed levels of expenditure for
renewals and capital works.

3(a) to 3(e), 6(a)
and 6(b)

4.

Key Issues &
Challenges

Identifies the external factors influencing Council including
demographic changes, changing government priorities
and legislation, community expectations, natural hazards
and climate change and sustainability.

3(b) to 3(e)

5.

Our Response

Describes the Council’s 30-year management strategy.

3(a) to 3(c) and
4(b)

Identifies significant issues and the response options to
these, and documents benefits, assumptions, cost, timing
and funding source.

(1) and 2(a)

2(a) and 2(b), 4(b)
and 4(c)

2.4

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER DOCUMENTS

This strategy provides a link between several important Council documents such as the District Plan,
Financial Strategy, and Asset Management Plans. The diagram below shows the relationship between
the Infrastructure Strategy with other Council Plans and Policies interlinking with this document.
Figure 2.4 – Infrastructure Strategy Relationship to Other Documents
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2.4.1 - Asset Management Plans
The key documents underpinning the Infrastructure Strategy are the Asset Management Plans (AMPs)
covering Transportation and the three waters – water supply, wastewater and stormwater. These AMPs
integrate management, financial, engineering and technical practices to ensure that the level of service
required by customers is provided effectively and efficiently. This requires taking a whole-of-life
approach to asset investment planning, procurement and delivery. Capital works identified in the Water
Safety Plans for Kāwhia and Ōtorohanga townships are reflected in the Water Supply AMP, and the
Water Safety Plans are the living document that staff use on a day-day basis to manage operational
risks.
Managing our assets over their full life requires us to take an integrated long-term approach based on
good underlying data about our assets and to:





Optimise the way in which we operate, maintain, renew or replace our assets.
Ensure our infrastructure meets the needs of current and future generations in an affordable
way.
Ensure that future generations are not disadvantaged by decisions made by Council in the short
term.
Ensure that risks to service levels and public safety are acceptable.

Council has updated the Asset Management Plans as part of preparing the 2021-2031 LTP. Areas of
specific focus for the updates included; ensuring relevant levels of service and service performance
measures, assessing performance, identifying new key risks and significant issues. This work has led
to the identification of the current and future asset requirements, and the financial forecast for capital
(renewals and new capital projects), and operational expenditure for each asset group.
The intention of the summary pages within the AMPs and this Infrastructure
Strategy is to enable residents and stakeholders to see at glance what work is proposed, and why. This
aligns with Councils Significance and Engagement Policy. Once these documents have been approved
as part of the LTP cycle, contractors and the Infrastructure Commission should be able to refer to the
forecast works as part of preparing their pipeline of work.

3.0

STRATEGIC CONTEXT

3.1

DISTRICT OVERVIEW

Located in the southern half of the Waikato Region, Ōtorohanga District spans 197,600 hectares - from
Kāwhia Harbour in the West, through to the Waikato River in the East.
Figure 3.1 –Ōtorohanga District Water Supplies

The topography of the district is diverse – including highly productive dairy and finishing farmland,
extensive hill country, ocean beaches, native bush, river valleys and protected harbours.
Since 2006, the District population has been steadily increasing, relatively evenly split between rural
and urban. Based on the 2018 census, 10,104 are usually resident in the District, of which 3,027 (30%)
are in Ōtorohanga town.

Figure 3.2 –Population in Ōtorohanga District, 2006-18 Censuses

In the period 2013-2018, the total number of occupied dwellings in the Ōtorohanga township grew by
5.1%.
Figure 3.3 –Ōtorohanga Township Dwelling Numbers
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According to the 2018 Census, only 78.4% have access to the internet, which is significantly less than
the New Zealand figure of 86.1%. Increasing internet coverage is an opportunity to increase economic
productivity.
The dominant industry is agriculture along with relevant service industries. Central Government is also
a significant contributor to the District and Regional economy mainly through the Waikeria Prison facility.
The top four industries by GDP in the District are:
1. Dairying $160.6 million (27.6%)
2. Central Government $52.8 million (9.1%)
3. Sheep, Beef and Grain $32.2 million (5.5%)
4. Property/Real Estate $24.9 million (4.3%)

There is scope for these figures to increase with:


Construction of the Waikeria Prison expansion to provide a new 500-bed unit, on track for
completion in 2022. This facility is to the north of Ōtorohanga and the Districts comparably low
land values (against neighbouring Wāipa District), would have appeal to the new permanent
workforce.



Happy Valley Nutrition Dairy Factory proposed opening in July 2022.



Nova Energy proposed Power Plant on Kāwhia Road with the required Resource Consents
issued by Commissioners for both District and Regional Council.

Agriculture, retail trade, manufacturing, farm servicing, health and education services make up the bulk
of employment. Cottage industries and home occupations are common.
Prior to COVID-19, tourism equated to about 3% of the district’s economy, and was expected to
increase as improvements occur to Raglan Road, (as part of the region’s Wild West Coast Discovery
itineraries), for use by tourist buses, rental cars and campervans, along with the internationally known
Waitomo Caves facilities. Whilst international tourism is expected again, once the COVID-19
vaccinations are in place with new border protocols, any growth from this sector is not a driver for
projects within the next 10 years.
3.2

COUNCIL OVERVIEW

Ōtorohanga District Council is the local territorial authority for the District with the purpose:
a) To enable democratic local decision-making and action by, and on behalf of, communities; and
b) To promote the social, economic, environmental, and cultural well-being of communities in the
present and for the future.
Maintenance of core infrastructure such as local roads, water supply, wastewater and stormwater that
is fit for purpose and resilient, is a statutory function of Council. These activities account for the largest
portion of Ōtorohanga’s annual operating and capital expenditure which is funded through a
combination of co-investment by Government, rates and charges on developments. These services
and associated infrastructure provided by the Council protects public health by providing clean drinking
water and treating and disposing of wastewater appropriately. It enables goods and people to move
around the district, contributing to the economy and facilitating social interaction. It ensures that homes
and businesses have reduced risk of flooding, and it is at the heart of the recovery following a natural
disaster.
Planning and delivering infrastructure is a balance between providing for growth and levels of service
sought by ratepayers and visitors, meeting changing regulatory environments, whilst ensuring financial
prudence for ratepayers. Once in place, these assets incur operating, maintenance and renewal costs
that communities are committed to fund for many years to come. Planning for future infrastructure
needs to be considered with a long-term view in mind.
3.3

VISION AND OBJECTIVES

The district vision for the 2021–2031 LTP is:

Ōtorohanga - ‘where Kiwi can fly’; A Dynamic, Inclusive and Unique District

Figure 3.4 – Community Outcomes

Early engagement as part of the LTP project (Ōtorohanga 2050) resulted in community feedback
indicating that it was time for the Council to invest for the future, and move from an austerity focus to
one of vibrancy. This will involve investing in community places and spaces, as well as lifting the
performance of Council’s three waters infrastructure.
Council identified the following outcomes that will guide activities to promote the wellbeing of our
community, and the function and performance of our assets and infrastructure:
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COMMUNITY WELLBEING

Whilst much of Council’s focus and investment will remain on managing and delivering core
infrastructure services effectively and efficiently, increased emphasis will be placed on the wellbeing
outcomes resulting from the services, as well as other services previously less prioritised where they
contribute highly to social, environmental, cultural, and/or economic wellbeing of our community.

Figure 3.5 – Four Wellbeing Outcomes Resulting from Services
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4.0

INFRASTRUCTURE SUMMARY

4.1

WATER
Figure 4.1 – Water Infrastructure Summary

Goals

Aim

To provide a reliable, compliant and cost-effective supply of safe,
potable water in reticulated communities.
Council
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a
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Council
provides
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consistent
volume.

Schemes:
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 Ranginui (stock
only)

Water
looks
and
tastes
good.

Interruptions
to supply
are
minimised.

Replacement Value:
~$31M

Water
provided is
safe to
drink.

Council is
responsive
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relating to
water
supplies.

Wastage
of water is
minimised.

Condition:
100%
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Poor

Pipes
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Points
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Service Level Performance:

Customer Requests:

Compliance:

Require upgrades to meeting
Drinking Water Standards and
24-hours monitoring
requirements.

During the LTP early
engagement, residents of
Ōtorohanga requested
improvements to taste and
odour. This links with the
activated carbon and
coagulation improvements
included within budgets.

2019-20 Annual Drinking
Water Assessment report
compliments Council on
improved compliance, seeks
further work on Protozoa
monitoring across schemes
and additional risk barriers
for Rural Water Schemes.
Council has funding in first
three years of 2021-31 LTP
to address this.

Fee’s per unit of water supplied
vary significantly between
schemes and limited number of
connections per scheme limit
affordability for level of service
improvements.
Context:

With respect to the Three Waters reforms, Council has resolved to proactively upgrade water
treatment plants to meet the new standards, and the Kahorekau Rural Water Scheme will be
upgraded as a pilot for similar rural supplier networks in partnership with the new national Water
Regulator - Taumata Arowai.
Whether the costs for service should be through district-wide rating, rather than the current scheme
by scheme, may be considered in the future depending on the Three Waters reform timing, to reflect
the need for affordability, as the investment is close to $3 million.
More storage is proposed, (Ōtorohanga has 1.3 days currently), as part of building resilience and
adapting to climate change where more droughts are likely to impact stream takes.
Through 2020-21, Council is assessing whether it is more cost effective to increase storage of
harvested raw water, or treated, recognising that further automation and analytical equipment is
needed to deal with variability in raw water currently.

4.2

WASTEWATER

Goals

Aim

Figure 4.2 – Wastewater Infrastructure Summary
To provide compliant and reliable wastewater system that protects people’s health
and our environment for the urban area of Ōtorohanga (and potentially Kāwhia).
A reliable
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service.
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Service Level
Performance:
No abatement or
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received. Work to improve
environmental compliance
included within 2021-2022
budgets.
In the 2019/20 year three dry
weather sewer overflows
took place as a result of
equipment failure and an
external contractor drilling
into a sewer main.

Pipes and Points

Customer Requests:
During the LTP early engagement,
residents did not request any
improvements to the wastewater
system.
There is adequate capacity for
residential growth enabling
subdivisions to proceed, however,
additional monitoring recommended
for Trade Waste.

N/A

Poor

Lines

Average
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Customer Satisfaction:
General customer
satisfaction with the
wastewater system in
Ōtorohanga is high with
very low numbers of
complaints received.
Total complaints received in
2019/20 were:


4x Sewer Odour.



3x Sewerage System
Faults.



9x Sewerage System
Blockages.

Context:
Ōtorohanga has a discharge permit to water expiring in 2037. Renewal of the consent covering
disposal to land is underway, prior to expiry on 30/11/2021.
There is limited knowledge of the in-pipe condition of our wastewater reticulation and it is proposed
to CCTV key pipes across the network in the first three years of the LTP. This data will feed into the
refinement of the flow model, to predict where pipe capacities should be increased to cater for growth
in Ōtorohanga as part of a renewal programme. Towards the end of the 2021-31 LTP, Council will
set up a project for renewal of the Discharge Consents that will include assessment of land areas
needed for future growth.
As part of the Tranche 1 of the Three Waters reform funding, Council will investigate the design of a
reticulated wastewater system in Kāwhia to replace aging septic tanks and reduce E. coli risk to the
valuable coastal environment.
Standby generation capability for pump stations is expected to be complete in 2021, and over the
next 10 years, Council will consider adding solar panels systems to partially offset the carbon footprint
of this activity.

4.3

STORMWATER

Goals

Aim

Figure 4.3 – Stormwater Infrastructure Summary
To provide protection of the community’s property from flooding by providing systems
that enable stormwater to dissipate as quickly as practicable.
Affordable protection for
urban community assets,
commercial properties and
habitable dwellings from
flood events.

Schemes:
 Ōtorohanga
 Mair Street
 Huiputea
 Otewa
 Kāwhia

A reliable stormwater network.

Replacement Value:
~$13M

Council ensures quality and
efficiency of the stormwater
network.

Condition:

Stormwater Condition
100%
80%
60%
40%
Plant

Pipes and Points

20%
0%
N/A

Service Level Performance:
Annual assessment against
resource conditions shows
high level of compliance.
No flooding events occurred
in the which either property or
habitable floors were affected.

Customer Requests:
During the LTP early engagement,
residents did not request any
improvements to the stormwater
system.

Plant
Poor

Lines
Points
Average Good Excellent

Customer Satisfaction:
Three complaints about
stormwater were received in
2019/20.

As in-fill housing and ‘upstream’
development occurs, residents expect
Council to ensure these developments
‘attenuate’ stormwater flows to that of
pre-development.

Context:
Significant flooding of Ōtorohanga Township last occurred in 1958 during a one in 100-year rainstorm, with
flood banks built following that event. Localised heavy rainfall events have impacted the rural network causing
washouts, slumps, and occasionally impacting bridging which forms part of the transportation assets.
Currently there are no recorded issues with stormwater entering houses, and there are infrequent service
requests relating to ponding in backyards, streets and some commercial areas. Inlet grills at Waikato
Regional Council owned Pump stations avoid the need for gross pollutant traps on point source discharges
into the Wāipa River, and these pump stations have connections for standby generators following lessons
learnt from the South Dunedin flooding. Council has a practice of upgrading culverts in the urban area by
one size as they are renewed, to increase flow capacity.
Catchment modelling is planned to understand the combined impact of climate change, including sea level
rise in the coastal urban areas coinciding with a significant rain storm event, and enable informed decisions
on network priorities. This is proposed within the 2021-31 LTP.
There are stormwater management plans in place for Ōtorohanga and Kāwhia, in accordance with discharge
consents that expire in 2022 and 2023 respectively, and Council intends to renew these.

4.4

TRANSPORTATION

Council co-funds in partnership with the NZTA, the maintenance and upgrading of 804km of
local roads, of which 526km are sealed. These roads have low volumes of traffic ranging from
3,150 to 10 vehicles per day.

Goals

Aim

Figure 4.4 – Transportation Infrastructure Summary
To provide a safe and efficient road network that meets the short and long-term
needs of the District at the lowest overall whole of life cost.
Council ensures
roads are safe for
all users.

Requests are
responded to in a
timely manner.

Asset Summary:
Sealed Roads
Unsealed Roads
Bridges and Underpasses
Culverts
Kerb and Channels
Surface Water Channels
Footpath

Council ensures
quality of roads and
safety of users.

Council ensures that all
roads remain available to
users.

Replacement Value:
526 km
268 km
215 km
70 km
42 km
820 km
35 km

Formation
Sealed Road Surfaces
Sealed Pavement Layers
Unsealed Pavement Layers
Bridges
Drainage
Footpath
Railings
Marking
Signs
Street Lighting
Land
TOTAL

$102,125,940
$50,380,182
$16,601,044
$23,297,119
$47,634,367
$35,733,062
$5,914,576
$1,190,848
$332,058
$868,153
$755,784
$45,044,378
$329,877,511

Context:
Rural roads are showing an increase in defects such as shoulder shoves, edgebreak and flushing, created
by low strength pavements, lack of shoulder to support opposing vehicles especially trucks, and potentially
some maintenance practices. To improve safety, Council intends to review speed limits and progressively
widen roads as part of renewals where subsidy is obtained.
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5.0

KEY INFRASTRUCTURE RISKS & ASSUMPTIONS

5.1

OVERARCHING RISKS

There are numerous risks that could impact the Ōtorohanga District’s infrastructure. A summary of our
risks and assumptions that will be reviewed on an annual basis, as part of the Annual Plan process is
shown below:
5.1.1 Affordability
Risk: Upgrading and maintaining core infrastructure dependent on co-investment from Central
Government
Subsidies and grant funding received from Central Government departments are crucial to Council delivering
expected service levels. A reduction in this funding would have significant financial impacts. This could result
in increased rates and/or loan funding, on the feasibility and/or timing of works, and/or a reduction of service
levels.
The Ōtorohanga District is geographically large but has a small and dispersed population. This lack of scale
creates challenges in terms of delivering the service levels expected by our communities and wider
stakeholders whilst maintaining affordable rates. Our population is also ageing and, over the next 30 years, we
will have more residents with fixed incomes who may be less able to absorb the costs of requested level of
service upgrades, such as providing wider and more footpaths in urban areas.
Whilst Council is efficient in maintaining the significant lengths of rural roads critical to farm productivity, the
new three-year allocation by NZTA is less than sought, to enable NZTA to increase co-investment into Councils
with deteriorating networks. This “sweating of the assets” on rural networks is high risk as the roads have little
resilience to major damage from heavy trucks once core maintenance is reduced. Council will continue
advocating for a higher co-investment rate to enable road shoulder improvement works and road strengthening.
Council has signed up to Tranche 1 of the Central Government Three Waters reform package, and will use this
co-funding to advance upgrading of treatment plants and reduce risks to supply networks.
Level of Uncertainty

Low

Level of Impact

High

Risk: Depreciation based on predicted life and valuations
Replacement of roading and three waters infrastructure after the Christchurch earthquakes, Kaikoura
earthquake, and other civil defence emergencies, has shown the cost to reinstate is often significantly higher
than the values used for depreciation.
Presently, the depreciation of assets is largely based on the estimated asset replacement cost for their expected
remaining useful life. There is a risk that asset replacement costs are underestimated due to variability in ground
conditions or asset location, and/or if assets deteriorate faster than expected.
Meeting new compliance standards for replacement assets also adds to this future cost.
For Council to avoid a significant renewal funding shortfall, it will use the programmed CCTV of pipes and
lessons from the three waters national asset information exercise in 2020 to reassess values. These figures
will also be communicated to Council insurance brokers. In the interim, if loan funding is required to top-up
programmed renewal project budgets to reflect actual costs, Council could handle this within the scope of the
2021-31 LTP.
Level of Uncertainty

Low

Level of Impact

Medium

5.1.2 Asset form, age and condition
Risk: Asset Renewal programme needs “smoothing” to remain prudent
The CouncilMARK review highlighted Council’s infrastructure is aging, and significant renewal investment will
be required over the next 30 years, to prevent impacts on service levels. “Smoothing” of the long-term capital
programme has been used within this Infrastructure Strategy to limit variability in rating increases and provide
consistent work volumes to the contracting sector.
Whilst we have good knowledge on roading and water assets, the wastewater and stormwater networks, along
with Council-owned buildings, have scarce up-to-date information on critical weaknesses. Additional work to
CCTV these assets and identify critical weaknesses is included in the LTP budgets. However, if financial
modelling assumptions over the next 30 years are incorrect, there may be a shortfall in depreciation reserves
resulting in increases to rates and/or loan funding, and reduced service levels.
Council is confident its low debt levels would allow it to loan fund critical work if needed, and still leave headroom
in its financial policies.
Level of Uncertainty

Medium

Level of Impact

High

Risk: Lack of resilience in network layout
The relatively simple layout and designed capacity of our core infrastructure networks has vulnerabilities. Risks
in layout includes reliance on single major pipes where failure would have a wide and prolonged impact on the
town being served. CCTV inspections have been programmed in the LTP to assess the condition of these
aging pipes and prioritise replacement, which is expected to drive significant capital investment needs to bring
the infrastructure in line with modern day standards
For areas such as Kāwhia, loss of the single State Highway servicing the community would create major costs
and disruption. With increasing storm impacts, and some areas of the local roading network being ‘retreated’
from under-slips, Council is reliant on the maintenance contractors keeping drainage assets such as culverts
and drainage channels clear of obstructions.
Level of Uncertainty

Low

Level of Impact

Medium

5.1.3 Environmental impacts
Risk: Compliance with Resource Consents for abstraction or point discharges
Council holds discharge consents for their three waters activity issued by Waikato Regional Council. These
consents require up to date management plans and reporting on an annual basis. There is limited resource to
actively monitor and report on the conditions of these consents – and any consent renewals for water
abstraction or discharges are expected to be granted with increased conditions and restrictions.
An additional staffing resource is budgeted in the LTP to proactively monitor then report on consent compliance.
Level of Uncertainty

Medium

Level of Impact

High

Risk: Climate Change
Our district is vulnerable to natural disasters, primarily weather related such as storm events and flooding.
These events can cause significant damage to infrastructure and disruption of service. Due to the number and
severity of these events in New Zealand over the last decade, insurance is becoming increasingly difficult to
obtain at an affordable level.
The work to CCTV more of the piped assets, identify critical weaknesses, and develop a programme over the
life of the 2021-31 LTP is intended to help Council and insurers agree on the level of risk and cover required.
We expect that our district will be affected by long-term climate change, as per predictions advised by Central
Government agencies. While the long-term trend of rising temperatures and more frequent intense weather
events is reasonably certain, the short to medium term impacts are less certain. With our GDP reliant on the
primary sector doing well, the recent NZ wide 2020 drought and localised flooding events have a lasting impact

on the level of spend in this sector. More frequent severe weather events cause significant damage to
infrastructure and service disruption, placing additional pressure on resources and funding.
Level of Uncertainty

Medium

Level of Impact

High

5.1.4 District growth
Risk: Catering for growth
Growth impacts include how additional lots will be serviced and managing the levels of service to existing units,
the types of assets vested to Council that are built by third parties, and forecasting when significant additional
capacity is required in headworks or arterials.
Statistics NZ show from 2006, there has been sustained growth, reversing the impacts of decades of decline
or minimal growth. Councils growth since 2018 has been 2% per year, and this is expected to continue for the
first ten years of the LTP. The 2013 LTP high growth forecast projected a population of 12,300 by 2043, and
the 2020 population estimates support this scenario. If Ōtorohanga grew by approximately 160 extra
households based on current subdivision activity over the next five-six years, this level of growth can be
sustained without significant upgrading of assets.
For example, water meter installation reduced daily demand, such that Ōtorohanga now consumes 25% less
water today than it did in 2001. This gives confidence there is adequate capacity for expected growth in the
next 10 years. The issue is the capability of the treatment plants to meet current and proposed regulatory
standards. For years 1-3 of the LTP, Council proposes accelerating its Capital Programme by $8 million per
year, and the bulk of capital funding for level of service improvements such as water treatment plants or design
of increased storage is via Tranche 1 of the Central Government Three Waters reform.
Council has very low debt levels enabling it to manage this predicted demand in the next 10-year window. The
financial impact of growth after this initial 10-year period is dependent on decisions such as the Government’s
Three Waters reform, accepting the local government rating model does not generate sufficient funding in rural
Councils with low ratepayer numbers to sustainably achieve the level of service sought by Central Government
across all reticulated water supplies.
Continued co-investment by the NZTA at the same or similar levels of subsidy is required to enable Council to
cater for expected growth on its roading network. The national request to review and lower speed limits on
rural roads would mostly offset any travel time delays caused by increasing numbers of heavy or slower
vehicles.
Changing technology to reduce emissions, such as less reliance on internal combustion engines, is likely to
generate requests for additional facilities such as charging stations in urban areas, and associated streetscapes
to accommodate this. Council intends to work with the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA)
to subsidise installation of Electric Vehicle charging stations.
Development assets to be vested in Council post construction are covered under the regionally consistent
engineering documents:
https://waikatolass.co.nz/shared-services/regional-infrastructure-technical-specifications/documents/
Level of Uncertainty

Low

Level of Impact

Medium

Risk: Changing rural land use
Increasing land use change will lead to requests for level of service improvements to roading, stormwater and
water.
Nationally led productivity improvements for freight trucks, have resulted in Fonterra and many of the national
trucking companies in other sectors using 50 max (50 tonne maximum weight rather than 44 tonne), High
Productivity Motor Vehicles (HPMVs). It is expected that increased light traffic growth on rural roads will lead
to more conflicts between these ’50 max’ trucks and light vehicles due to narrow sealed road widths, resulting
in more requests for shoulder widening and/or better sight lines. On rural roads, the data for road defects such
as shoulder shoving, edgebreak and flushing, are beginning to trend upwards. This increased deterioration of
roading, will require more maintenance investment needs and advancing renewal timeframes.

The proposed Water Services Bill has introduced clear duties on drinking water suppliers, and without
substantive upgrades, the current Rural Water Schemes are non-compliant for lifestyle block owners to connect
to for drinking water.
Level of Uncertainty

Low

Level of Impact

Medium

5.1.5 Legislative change
Risk: Legislative Change
Legislative changes are increasing required standards and compliance, especially with regard to fresh water.
The National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management and Environment Waikato’s Regional Plan are
expected to create financial and infrastructure impacts on Councils consents for water take and wastewater
discharges.
Renewed consents are expected to have more stringent and expanded conditions resulting in major
investments to meet conditions. The length of consent renewals could be reduced to 10 years or less. This
would result in the need to budget for many more renewal processes.
Changing regulations and compliance as part of improving fresh water quality may limit some forms of intensive
farming, with a general reduction in farming income. This could have a major impact on the district economy,
and the ability to pay rates over time.
Planned reform of the Resource Management Act is also likely to have impacts in terms of planning and
consenting of core infrastructure activities, however this is currently unknown.
Initiatives such as the Carbon Neutral Bill are likely to require Council to proactively reduce its emissions. There
are limited options to significantly reduce this carbon footprint, for example adding solar panels and LED lighting
to Council buildings to offset energy demands. Council is well advanced on converting street lighting to LED.
Level of Uncertainty

Medium

Level of Impact

High

Risk: Potential review of who provides core services such as roading, 3 waters and District Planning
Local government management of core infrastructure is the subject of ongoing reviews by Central Government.
The One Network Framework project led by NZTA and Local Government New Zealand, and the Department
of Internal Affairs led Three Waters reform project, are examples of industry change that will impact the way
our services are delivered. It is uncertain how, and to what extent, the proposed Three Waters reforms will
take effect. This is not expected to be resolved by 30 June 2021.
Level of Uncertainty

Medium

Level of Impact

High

5.1.6 Regional projects
Risk – Attracting the appropriate contract resource against regional demand
With the government allocating $761 million across NZ as part of Tranche 1 Three Waters reform, and $3 billion
investment into Shovel Ready projects post COVID-19, all Councils are aware of potential delivery constraints
created by limited skilled project delivery partners and ambitious project deadlines. This is expected to place
increased demand on our supply chain partners and associated construction resources such as staff, materials
(e.g. aggregate and concrete), and machinery, resulting in increased costs and possibly, the inability to
complete projects within expected timeframes.
Level of Uncertainty

Low

Level of Impact

Medium

5.2

ACTIVITY LEVEL RISKS

The following tables set out the significant issues for each type of infrastructure. A high-level summary
on the implications of the issues and Council’s suggested response is included against each issue.
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5.2.1 Water

Compliance

Significant Risk
Our District includes multiple small towns and
communities each with their own water
schemes. The low number of ratepayers relative
to the number of schemes creates challenges in
terms of delivering a safe and reliable service
that is affordable to our ratepayers. The
proposed Drinking Water Services Bill creates
significant new penalties on water suppliers
such as Council, along with clarifying duties to
ensure safe drinking water on any schemes,
(regardless of ownership), within the district.
Our water supply schemes require additional
treatment barriers to comply with Drinking Water
Standards NZ (DWSNZ) 2005 (revised 2018).

Proposed Mitigation

Implications

• Review of the towns and villages and
assessment of possible addition, disposal
and/or amalgamation of schemes reflecting
the proposed Central Government Three
Waters reform that any reticulated drinking
water complies with NZ Drinking Water
Standards.

Increasing compliance requirements are also resulting in
additional operational cost and, in some networks, capital
investment.

• Clarify ownership of Rural Water Schemes
(RWS) with RWS Committee’s to ensure
appropriate monitoring and risk barriers are
in place for these schemes acknowledging
Council holds the water abstraction consents.
• Over the next four years, Council intends to
upgrade treatment plants to meet the new
Drinking Water Standards to enable a
seamless transition to any new service
delivery agency established by Central
Government.

Upgrading of the rural schemes to comply with the NZ
Drinking Water Standards will create large differences in
cost per cubic metre of water supplied. If users sought
equitable charging, this would require Council to
implement district wide charging, rather than by scheme.
Rural Water Schemes do not have approved Water
Safety Plans in place, which will be required to
demonstrate appropriate risk management is in place to
meet the NZ Drinking Water Standards.
Increasing plant complexity will require more trained staff
to competently optimise plant and equipment.
The DWSNZ 2005 (revised 2018), were put in place to
improve the quality of drinking water and public health. If
we do not undertake this programme of work, our
communities will not benefit from improved quality of
drinking water or enhanced public health. However,
whilst we can control the quality of water at the point of
supply, how residents supplement that source means the
risk of becoming ill from waterborne illnesses is not
completely eliminated.

Significant Risk

Ability of network to function

The majority of our water supply schemes are
serviced by a single supply main pipeline in the
road corridor. This means that these water
supply schemes are vulnerable to asset failure
or damage resulting from the work undertaken
in the road corridor.

Proposed Mitigation

Implications

• Regular
maintenance,
renewal
and
replacement of our water supply assets to
ensure that they continue to deliver service.

There is a risk of communities being without water
services, which are an essential service for drinking
water, firefighting capability, as well as stock water. This
may result in health, safety and welfare risks if there are
major water outages.

• We are taking resilience into account in our
discussions about how we develop and
replace our infrastructure to ensure ring-fed
supplies and reduce risk of sustained water
outages.
• An additional management option for the
conservation of the water resource that
Council will need to consider is the use of onsite storage tank attached to new or existing
dwellings where these tanks are dedicated
to, either treated water provision, or nonpotable supply for gardens and ancillary
usage.

Adding hydrants and additional valves increases
resilience, yet adds costs to overall projects. This means
renewal projects may require capital funding as ‘level of
service’ improvements, as well as using depreciation
reserves.

• Renewals consider the need for additional
hydrants or valves to enable us to service
residential and business growth, along with
enabling ring-fed mains where practical.
The impact of infrastructure failure due to natural
hazards has been highlighted by the Canterbury
earthquakes. Our water supply and wastewater
networks are the most vulnerable of all our
infrastructural assets to seismic risk.

 We use modern (more flexible) materials
when renewing water pipelines so that there
is less likelihood of brittle failure.
 Bulk mains from water reservoirs will be
assessed for feasibility of installing autoshut valves. These valves are designed to
close on high flow, and may be triggered by
earthquake triggers, and/or high flow from
pipe breaks resulting from ground
movement or contractors striking the mains.
 We provide robust asset information
through WLASS to insurers to ensure
adequate cover in case of widespread
seismic damage.

In the event of a natural disaster, our communities may
be without water services for a significant period. This
may result in health and safety risks with limited or no
drinking water, as well as firefighting capability.
Regionally, we support the Civil Defence message that
residents should ensure they have three days drinking
water safely stored.

Environmental impacts

Significant Risk
Increases in long dry periods will put significant
pressure on our already stretched summer
water supplies, especially where increased
treatment processes will require more frequent
backwashing.
It is expected that minimum flow restrictions on
surface water takes will require more bulk
suppliers, such as Council, to install bulk raw
water storage in the future.
With water meters already installed on urban
supplies, this has provided capacity for growth
in the next 10 years without the need for
increased abstraction limits.

District growth

Increasing
urban,
(and
fringe
urban),
development is expected to place increased
pressure on the capacity of our existing water
supply networks.
This can also result in pressure on Council to
extend existing networks so that these
developments can connect to town water
supply.

Proposed Mitigation
Our key actions include:
 Sound leakage management practices are
in place to ensure water loss is minimised
between fault occurring and being located.

Implications
Water restrictions in the summer period may be required.
We have sufficient capacity in our water take consents to
attract development into our District.

 We will investigate moving to more ‘internet
of things’ water meters to provide users with
real time information on their usage,
especially large volume users on the rural
schemes that are approaching abstraction
consent limits.
 We will explore options for additional /
alternative water storage to reduce our
impact on fresh water sources when stream
levels drop.
To ensure the continued affordability of our
water supply networks, our current approach is:
• To encourage utilisation of existing
infrastructure where existing capacity allows.
• Limit extending existing networks beyond our
existing supply boundaries (e.g. encourage
onsite collection and treatment as the first
option).
• Conduct assessments as per LGA 2002,
before committing to installing new services
in areas which are currently un-serviced.
We are currently developing our District Growth
Strategy and plan to review our District Plan, for
which these approaches will be reviewed.

Extending our reticulated systems could have major cost
implications, and the priority for limited funding is
increasing compliance with mandatory standards, then
capacity, then connections. However, increasing the
number of users connected would help aggregate these
costs.
Whilst there is capacity for residential growth and some
business, a new major wet industry may mean we need
additional water sources to meet demand.

5.2.2 Wastewater

Asset form, age and condition

New schemes need funding

Significant Risk

Proposed Mitigation

Implications

Whilst
Ōtorohanga
has
a
land-based
wastewater treatment system, there is a need to
proactively consider Kāwhia Harbour, which is
reliant on individual septic tanks.

• Obtain preliminary design and cost for
Kāwhia Harbour urban area as part of
Councils Tranche 1 funding agreement with
Department of Internal Affairs.

More demanding treatment requirements will
over time, impact on communities’ ability to pay
for wastewater, and consent renewals are
expected to be required more often (shorter
consent periods).

• As part of community consultation, note the
need for Central Government support to
deliver the social, economic, environmental,
and cultural outcomes in a sustainable
development approach.

The process to renew the land-based discharge consent
for Ōtorohanga will begin in at the end of the first 10-year
period of the 2021-31 LTP. The process, including
engagement,
expert
advice,
hearings
and
implementation, is expected to be up to $1 million
capitalised over the possible 30-year term of these
consents.

• Consider purchasing more land area for
Ōtorohanga wastewater treatment disposal
to enable growth.
Our wastewater network assets are ageing.
Over the next 30 years, much will reach the end
of its effective useful life, and will need renewal
to maintain existing levels of service. To
compound this, the lack of robust age and
condition information makes it difficult to plan
effectively and manage medium-long term risks.

Our wastewater reticulation networks are
vulnerable to damage from earthquakes, which
can cause anything from minor displacement to
full asset failure.

• We have a focus on asset management
activities, such as investigations, data
gathering, break analysis, renewal candidate
assessments, field verification, and improved
asset records and information about asset
condition.
• We actively seek and utilize various pipe
renewal methodologies, including traditional
open trenching, as well as pipe relining and
trenchless pipe bursting.

• Proactive CCTV inspections to monitor the
condition of pipe assets and identify faults
and confirm maintenance and renewal
needs.
• We ensure that adequate insurance is in
place, in case of widespread seismic
damage.

Kāwhia wastewater options will be discussed within the
2021-31 LTP process. The $12 million forecast for the
infrastructure is based on a 2020 initial options report by
BPO consultants.

As our assets age, they are more likely to be subject to
service interruptions or to fail, and this may impact on
levels of service and on the resilience of our wastewater
networks.
Assets which are ageing or in poor condition, are more
likely to have a negative impact on the quality of our
environment and on public health. This can also
contribute to increased stormwater inflow and infiltration.
There are significant periods in the near future when large
portions of our networks will require replacing or
upgrading to maintain current service levels. The cost of
this work could be beyond Councils ability to fund
projects.
Damage resulting from earthquakes can cause anything
from minor displacement to full asset failure.
This will have differing negative impacts in terms of
service delivery, public health, environmental and
disruption to communities.

Significant Risk

Climate and Environmental impacts

Climate change could have an impact on some
of our wastewater networks. For example, in the
future, our District could experience more
intense periods of storm activity resulting in:
• Stormwater volumes from infiltration and
flooding overloading our wastewater ponds,
which may result in bypassing of the
consented treatment process.
• Our wastewater assets being damaged, for
example, by flooding.
Longer periods of drought may result in
increasing damage to piped networks and
underground services as the moisture content
reduces and the soils dry and contract.

Network failure – Maintaining the quality and
continuity of sewerage systems, which are
particularly susceptible to severe damage in
seismic events and inundation in high rainfall
events.

Proposed Mitigation

Implications

• To manage the impact of natural hazards on
our assets we monitor and assess the risk
that climate change poses to our existing
assets. Where new infrastructure is planned,
the potential risk from climate change, e.g.
rising sea levels, or increased flooding, is
considered when determining location and
design. For example, if there is an increased
risk of flooding in some parts of our district,
we could ensure that new critical structures,
such as control cabinets for pump stations,
are in locations where the risk of flooding is
low, or these are built above expected flood
levels. In terms of these events flooding the
underground network, Council is reducing the
points of entry and thus reducing the impact
on the normal flows.

Some options for mitigating the impact of climate change,
such as raising critical assets like control cabinets, would
be relatively affordable. However, it may sometimes be
costly to minimise the impacts of climate change on our
assets. If our wastewater networks are subject to more
intense or frequent storm events, it could result in our
networks being unable to treat the volume of wastewater
and this could result in discharges to our natural
environment. If this occurred:

Household connections to the public
wastewater network are expected to have a
greater risk of pipe failure from age or tree root
intrusion, than Councils network.
Council
preferred mitigation is for developers or owners
to install new connections when infill or new
housing is built. This means the historical clay
pipes are replaced with modern materials,
reducing infiltration and leakage due to high
water tables, and also ensuring there is no
cross
connection
of
stormwater
and
wastewater systems.

• For developers and householders to be aware that as
housing is built or renewed, they need to install new
connections, it is expected a combination of ensuring
building information packages note this, and then
assessing as part of Building Consent process would
be needed.
Similar to renewing private vehicle
crossings, the financial impact will lie with the site
owner, however it is often a cost that was not budgeted
for.

• Council could breach the discharge limits allowed under
our resource consents.
• It could have a negative impact on our natural
environment and water quality.
• It could have a negative impact on public health.
• It would be of significant concern to Iwi.

District growth

Significant Risk
Increasing development is expected to result in
pressure on Council to extend existing networks
so that these developments can connect to town
wastewater networks.
We also expect to continue to see more intense
development within our existing towns. This type
of development can place pressure on the
capacity of our existing wastewater networks.
However, we need to ensure that our
wastewater supply networks remain affordable
and sustainable for current and future
generations.

Proposed Mitigation

Implications

To ensure the continued affordability of our
water supply networks, our current approach is:

Failure to extend and increase the capacity of the system
is contrary to Councils goal of supporting and enabling
growth, as this is needed for sustainability of the District.

• To encourage utilisation of existing
infrastructure where existing capacity allows.
• Limit extending existing networks beyond our
existing supply boundaries (e.g. encourage
infill development and growth).
• Limit provision of new services in areas which
are currently un-serviced, until long-term
costs and sustainability options have been
considered.

However, extending our wastewater networks would
increase demand for water, and may mean we need
additional water sources to meet demand.

5.2.3 Stormwater

Asset form, age and condition

Affordability

Significant Risk

Proposed Mitigation

Implications

Significant investment would be required to
improve the infrastructure to a level of service
that provides a consistent one in 10-year or one
in 20-year event capacity.



In the first three years of the LTP, complete
catchment modelling and determine
upgrades as part of this work.



Provide funding within the first 10-years of
this strategy to implement minor upgrades
where prudent.

Increasing demand for sections that can be built
on is expected to drive requests by developers
for changing open drains to piped networks.

Councils approach is to review the developers
proposed stormwater mitigation, and where
appropriate, pipe sizing as part of the building
and land use consenting process.

Low financial impact as stormwater networks installed
on public land in accordance with Councils Engineering
Standards will be vested in Council but low levels of new
depreciation funding required.

The high cost of maintaining open-water
courses. Spraying of open drains is becoming
less socially acceptable in urban areas, and
there is nationally a movement asking Councils
to reduce the use of glyphosate.

Council intends to continue the current practice
of a combination of spraying and mechanical
control of weeds in the open drains.

A financial impact will occur if Regional Council requires
consents to use common sprays for controlling weeds
in the open drains.

Potential public health and safety issues
associated with open drains in urban areas.

The level of water retained/sitting in the open
drains is controlled by the operation of pumping
stations on the outlets. As areas are developed,
low impact ‘stormwater’ solutions, such as
swales rather than open drains, are being
encouraged.

No new financial impact.

Lack of understanding of hydraulic performance
of the system. Further modelling is required to
understand where the networks need to be
upgraded to meet service standards.

Modelling of the main urban stormwater
networks is included within the first three years
of the LTP.

N/A.

Inconsistent standards for the design of parts of
Council’s stormwater networks.

Unless the community expressly support a greater level
of service through reducing short-term flooding impacts,
there is little financial impact.

5.2.4 Transportation

Asset form, age and condition

Affordability

Significant Risk

Proposed mitigation

Implications

Due to our small local rate payer base relative
to the size of our large road network, Council
are reliant on National Land Transport Fund
subsidies to fund the transportation activity.
This is currently set at 58% and will increase to
61% from 01/07/21.

Council has a high confidence in the underlying
asset information that underpins the 2021-31
Transportation Asset Management Plan. The
Group Manager Engineering is part of the
national Roading Efficiency Group (REG), that
through
collaboration
between
Local
Government NZ and the NZTA, identifies and
showcases optimal asset management and
maintenance practices. By being part of the
REG group, and our comparatively constrained
resources, we expect the financial assistance
rate to remain close to 61% in the next threeyear review from 2024.

Reduced support from Central Government via
co-investment, would require Council to lower
the maintenance and renewal programmes
across the district roads. This would have a
direct negative impact on safety and freight
productivity.

Narrow road shoulders and lack of clear area to
recover often result in serious injuries from
crashes.

Funding has been included in the LTP for:

No impact.

Increasing number of lifestyle blocks leading to
more conflicts with heavy vehicles causing
increased safety risk and deterioration of road
shoulders and edges of seal.

The length of low volume rural roads that are
effectively long driveways – servicing only one
or two farms and associated households.



Resilience design and improvements.



Safety deficiency database progression
and speed management.



Road widening associated with pavement
rehabilitation.



Road widening associated with reseal.

As part of the resilience design and
improvements funding noted above, Council will
identify such road segments that potentially
could be divested as public roads back to the
affected land owner. This will also reflect the
wider benefits and costs of that roading link in
terms of freight productivity for the land
impacted, whether that road link provides
access to recreational assets such as streams
or reserves, and the views of the ratepayers
directly on that roading link.

Significant staff resource to liaise with affected
landowners to understand and consider their
input prior to recommendations to Council.

District growth

Environmental impacts

Significant Risk

Proposed mitigation

Implications

Changing climate conditions highlight that our
road network is vulnerable to significant
environmental events affecting reliability and
resilience.

Our key action is to ensure that road drainage
is adequate and well-maintained to decrease
the likelihood of landslides or land movement
for roads built on unstable land. We also take a
proactive approach to inspecting roads during
and before known storm events, particularly
those segments straddling unstable land. If
roads are damaged, but do not need to be
completely closed, we may need to put
restrictions in place to ensure the safety of road
users, for example, reducing sections of road to
one lane or putting speed reductions in place.

Continue working with maintenance contractor
to ensure proactive inspections of culverts and
water table outlets.

Stormwater systems beside roads in the urban
area are generally high in contaminants from
brake linings, and oils from engine fuels, or
resealing cut-backs.

Stormwater has been left out of the
governments Three Waters reform package. If
there is a move to review the way roading is
delivered nationally, it is expected this will
include mitigation for such contaminants from
roading activities.

N/A

Additional residential growth is creating
increasing demand for urban transport
infrastructure, such as footpaths, and other
walking and cycling facilities.

Increasing numbers of elderly residents using
mobility scooters rather than personal cars will
lead to more conflicts on footpaths. Whilst the
previous footpath width of 1.4m was adequate
for pedestrians and push chairs, 2m and above
is required to enable two mobility scooters to
safely pass in opposing directions, especially
when the berms are wet through winter.

Identification of pinch points to be completed as
part of the deficiency database work funded in
the first three years of the LTP.

Council can utilise some of the development
contributions received towards these upgrades.

Infrastructure Strategy 2021-2051
6.0

COUNCILS PROPOSED RESPONSE

6.1

SIGNIFICANT DECISIONS ON CORE INFRASTRUCTURE INCLUDE:
1. Accelerated investment to address non-compliance with Drinking Water Standards;
Risk of water/wastewater system failure; Insufficient water/wastewater infrastructure
capacity to support growth.
External reviews have shown there is a sizeable long-term infrastructure upgrade
programme which needs to be progressed to ensure the ongoing delivery of safe and
effective Three Waters services.
The Government is providing an initial $2.5 million in 2021/22 to upgrade key water and
wastewater assets, including starting the upgrade of Rural Water Schemes to meet national
drinking water standards. To augment that funding, Council proposes investing a further $8
million over the next three years, on an accelerated programme across water, wastewater
and stormwater services, focusing on meeting compliance requirements, network
optimisation and resilience, and catering for growth.
The projects that make up this programme are listed below and relate to compliance,
resilience and growth and represent a prudent and responsible capital works programme:
Table 6.1: $8 Million Accelerated Capital Programme Projects
$8 Million Accelerated Capital Programme

Total

Non Specific Sewer Plant Renewals

295,500

Non Specific Sewer Lines & Points Renewals

450,000

Sewer Lines Camera To Condition Rate Pipes

117,000

Kakamutu to Wagon Line Rd New Sewer Line

720,000

Harpers Ave New Sewer Line

500,000

Rangitahi Street Sewer Renewal and LOS Improvement

570,000

Main North Road Sewer Realignment

280,000

Ōtorohanga Water Reticulation Rising Main
Hillcrest & Rangipare St Ōtorohanga Water Main Renewal
Water Meter Renewals Ōtorohanga

1,160,000
370,000
60,000

Water Meter Installation Kāwhia

215,000

Kāwhia Water Treatment Plant Sand Filter Renewal

150,000

Ōtorohanga Water Treatment Plant Valve Automation

60,000

Kāwhia Water Treatment Plant PLC Upgrade

60,000

Kāwhia Water Treatment Plant Minor Renewals

96,000

Non Specific Ōtorohanga Water Reticulation Renewals

30,000

Ōtorohanga Water Treatment Plant Activated Carbon Treatment

175,000

Ōtorohanga Water Treatment Plant Sand Filter Nozzles

232,000

Ōtorohanga Water Treatment Plant Coagulation Process Upgrade

75,000

Ōtorohanga Water Treatment Plant Minor Renewals

120,000

Kāwhia Watermain Renewal Waiwera Street

311,000

Kāwhia Watermain Renewal Kaora Street

167,000

Wāipa Rural Water Scheme Reticulation Renewals
Arohena Rural Water Scheme Huirimu and Taupaki Plants Upgrades
Arohena Rural Water Scheme Reticulation Renewals
Tihiroa Rural Water Scheme Plant Upgrade
Tihiroa Rural Water Scheme Reticulation Renewals
Total

15,000
1,100,000
90,000
800,000
39,000
8,257,500

2. Continue with road shoulder widening and maintaining resilient network through first
three years of reduced co-investment by NZTA.
NZTA has significant financial pressure and has requested Council’s maintain their roading
networks with reduced co-investment over three years from 1 July 2021. Whilst the coinvestment subsidy will be 62% from 1 July, the total that they provide Council over three
years is $2 million less than required or sought. The consequence of this will be a delay to
the scheduled rehabilitation of one or two local roads, and this has a direct impact on the
level of shoulder widening on rural roads that we will achieve.
Council is hopeful that additional Government funding will be available in future years, so
that our road maintenance programme returns to normal. In the meantime, we will look at
options for additional funding for our other roading programmes, such as road safety works.
We will continue high levels of maintenance on road drainage assets, such as water tables
and culverts, to keep these operational and reduce premature failures from storm events.
Our current monitoring shows under 13% of culverts, (760 out of 5,687), are graded as poor
or very poor.
3. Consider feasibility of reticulated wastewater system for Kāwhia.
The Kāwhia community uses individual septic tanks systems for treatment and disposal. As
more tank systems reach the end of their design lives, they have reduced ability to cope
with variable inflows, such as the increasing peaks in water usage over summer. It is likely
these septic tanks are gradually contributing to the degradation of groundwater and pollution
of Kāwhia harbour. This presents an undesirable and unnecessary environmental and
public health risk. A community wastewater scheme is considered the best option for
addressing these risks. The added benefit of a community scheme is it can be designed to
accommodate growth, as Kāwhia develops.
A $13 million community wastewater scheme is proposed for Kāwhia, with construction over
a two-year period (2024-2026). However, prior to any decision to build a new scheme, the
Council will:


Undertake a detailed assessment and design process to identify the best option(s) for
a community scheme, including the location of treatment and disposal facilities. This
assessment/design phase will run over two years from 2022-2024, and just under
$800,000 is earmarked for this.



Consider how to make the scheme affordable for the Kāwhia community. It is likely that
such a scheme will only be affordable if significant Government funding is available.
The following table illustrates the estimated annual cost, (on an individual property
basis), for a range of funding scenarios:

Table 6.2 – Kāwhia Rural Water Scheme Funding Scenarios

Based on an
estimated cost
of construction
of $13 million

100% funded by
Kāwhia Community
only^ (414
properties)

100% funded as a single
District wastewater rate
(Kāwhia and Ōtorohanga
urban areas – 1,823
properties)

10% funded as a single
District wastewater rate
(Kāwhia and Ōtorohanga
urban areas) and 90%
external funding

Estimated
annual cost per
property*

Loan repayment and
interest cost/year =
$1,989

Loan repayment and interest
cost/year = $452

Loan repayment and
interest cost/year = $45

Operating cost/year = $274

Operating cost/year = $274

N/A

$444

$444

$3,194

$1,170

$763

Unaffordable

Unaffordable

Operating cost/year =
$1,205
Ōtorohanga
Sewerage Cost
Total cost
Affordability
level

* Based on the local share of the construction cost being loan funded over a 25-year term, with interest rate of
2.0%/annum.
^ Applying the Council’s current wastewater funding policy.

4. Develop town centre plans for Kāwhia and Ōtorohanga.
There is a need for a clear, co-ordinated plan identifying areas for future development or
investment in community places/spaces in both the urban areas of Kāwhia and Ōtorohanga.
Through the Ōtorohanga 2050 project, aimed at encouraging locals to share their
views/ideas about the sort of future they’d like to see and the actions/projects needed to
achieve it, the following key themes emerged:


Building on the community plans already in place.



Identifying areas for future residential and commercial/industrial development.



Reinvigorating/beautifying main streets/town centres.



Celebrating/promoting the unique history of the District and attracting visitors.



Developing local parks/reserves, and promoting cycling and walking connections.



Investing in community spaces/places/facilities, such as a new community meeting
space in Ōtorohanga and developing the Kāwhia heritage story.



Having the right resourcing and infrastructure in place to progress/support these
opportunities.

Council’s preferred option is to allocate $500,000 in 2021/22, and $1 million (inflation
adjusted), in each of 2022/23 and 2023/24 for the development and implementation of town
centre plans in Kāwhia and Ōtorohanga, with Aotea included in the area covered by the
Kāwhia plan.
The timing of any implementation such as new streetscaping, will impact the renewals
programme for three waters infrastructure. In terms of climate change, some of the
streetscaping may include ducting for future services, soft stormwater retention gardens
and similar.

5. Build resilience for Climate Change in capacity and operation of reticulated networks.
Climate change forecasts are based on extensive modelling and a series of assumptions,
with Central government acknowledging the need for resilience and mitigation. Council is
budgeting for the following direct impacts:

6.2



Prolonged summer dry periods are expected, which could lead to water shortages, and
potentially more algal blooms in waterways. Council’s mitigation includes moving to
72-hours’ storage, (based on mean daily use), for the urban water drinking supplies.
This may be a combination of raw and treated storage, to account for variability in raw
water quality.



Storms – some increase in the intensity of storms, local wind extremes and
thunderstorms is likely. The frequency of ex-tropical cyclones is unlikely to increase,
but they are likely to be stronger (heavier rain and stronger winds). Council’s mitigation
includes assessing and modelling the capacity of our reticulated networks in 2021/22
to better understand the likely effects of climate change, and use that information to
develop a renewals programme that increases the capacity of our networks. In the
meantime, we’ll automatically increase the size of any pipes we need to replace. We
will work with the Waikato Regional Council to determine what enhancements, if any,
may need to be made to Ōtorohanga Flood Control System as a consequence of
climate change. Our funding arrangement with NZTA means any damage from a major
weather event will attract reinstatement funding of at least 82% of the total cost. In
addition, we will retain capacity in our budgets to borrow money should that prove
necessary, having first looked at reprioritising our work programmes.



Sea-level rise – an increase of up 1.0 metre for Kāwhia and Aotea harbours is
projected, resulting in increased frequency of inundation and risk of salt water intrusion.
Council’s mitigation includes consideration of the likely impacts of climate change e.g.
rainfall intensity/flooding for Ōtorohanga and sea level rise/inundation for Kāwhia. By
considering the effects of climate change, future development/investment in our towns
can be made with greater confidence that our assets and infrastructure will be more
resilient as a consequence.



Carbon Neutral Bill requires consideration of energy demands. As Council upgrades
core infrastructure, such as water treatment plants, it will ensure the design enables
renewable energy sources to be fitted and used. This may be solar panels on the roof
to offset power demands, providing ducting under footpath renewals in the central
business district to enable electric vehicle charging stations to be installed, and greater
use of ‘internet of things’ (IOT) water meters to reduce the need to travel to site for
reading.

LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT

On a network basis, Council has not identified any significant gaps between the levels of service people
expect from core infrastructure and the levels of service Council is able to deliver, now and over the
next thirty years. This does assume continued external funding for transportation, at least at the current
levels, to continue for the long term. Where levels of service gaps exist currently, projects and changes
in management techniques have been identified or are underway to address these, as detailed in the
asset management plans.
Initial asset renewal/replacement strategies are largely age based; depending on when the existing
asset was constructed and what its expected useful life is. This is especially relevant for underground
water reticulation infrastructure, where very minimal condition information exists due to the cost and
complexity to collect.
Predictive pavement deterioration modelling via a software package called dTIMS is utilized for roads,
enabling network level assessment and prioritization. Similar tools are being assessed for reticulation
infrastructure. The current iteration process of dTIMS is such that it’s accuracy as a predictive tool for
optimal pavement rehabilitation time frames, methodology and specification is becoming more and
more accurate.

When renewing assets, Council will take the opportunity to achieve increased environmental standards,
public health and provide greater asset resilience, where this can be achieved as an augmentation to
the asset renewal programme.
6.3

INVESTMENT SUMMARY
Table 6.3: Proposed Programme to Deliver the Community’s Goals for Growth and Vibrancy

Water Project

Wastewater
Project

2021-22 Shovel Ready
Projects ($2.5M)

Stormwater
Project
2021-2023

Transportation Project
2024-2031

2032-2051
Ōtorohanga land
disposal consent
renewal investigate
expanding site for
sludge and enable
growth $1,000,000

Te Raumauku Water
Dam design and costing
$75,000

Arohena water supply plant
upgrade – Taupaki/Huirimu
consolidation and upgrade
$1,100,000

Ōtorohanga water mains
renewals – physical works
$1,766,000

Ōtorohanga 400m3
storage at Mountain
View $250,000

Tihiroa water supply – plant
upgrade to comply with drinking
water standards $900,000

Kāwhia water mains
renewals – physical works
$1,766,000

Gradara Ave
(Ōtorohanga) water
mains renewal
continuation $700,000

Ōtorohanga water mains
renewals
– physical works $1,665,000

Kāwhia reservoir renewals
$236,720

Tihiroa Rural Water
Scheme 120m3 storage
$125,000

Ōtorohanga water treatment plant
Sand Filter renewals $232,000

Sundry MIECA
$98,500/year, $774,309
with inflation

Kahorekau Rural Water
Scheme pilot to NZDWS
$750,000

Ōtorohanga water treatment plant
– activated carbon treatment and
upgrade coagulation process
$250,000

Ōtorohanga sewerage
renewals $150,000/year,
$1,179,150 with inflation

Ōtorohanga additional
water storage design
$75,000

Sundry MEICA (Mechanical,
Electrical, Instrumentation,
Controls, Automation)
$98,500/year,
$298,160 with inflation

Ōtorohanga desludging
ponds to increase capacity
$500,000

Treatment plant
upgrade design for
DWSNZ
Tihiroa and Arohena
$75,000

Ōtorohanga sewerage renewals
$150,000/yr, $454,050 with
inflation

Ōtorohanga flood pump
rebuilds (1 pump per
station) $336,600 with
inflation

Ōtorohanga wastewater
pond sludge removal
$100,000

CCTV of Ōtorohanga wastewater
piped network
$117,000

Bridge replacements
$659,088

Ōtorohanga wastewater
line renewal
$150,000

Ōtorohanga Sewerage upgrades
$2,064,630

Resilience design and
improvements
$1,379,492

2021-22 Shovel Ready
Projects ($2.5M)

2021-2023

2024-2031

Regional Collaboration
on Three Waters reform
$100,000

Ōtorohanga stormwater
– application for discharge
consents
$200,000

Safety deficiency database
progression and speed
management
$1,969,275

Kāwhia wastewater
reticulation design
and costing
$100,000

Kāwhia water mains renewals
- physical works $482,306

Roading stormwater
management
$394,275

Kāwhia water supply
– sand filter renewals
$150,000

Road widening associated
with pavement reseal
$2,723,722

Kāwhia water meter installation
$214,800

Arohena sundry MEICA
$136,263

Kāwhia stormwater
- application for discharge
consent
$100,000

Ranginui sundry MEICA
$10,000/year,
$78,610

Resilience design and
improvements $590,782

Tihiroa sundry MEICA
$209,994

Safety Deficiency database
progression and speed
management $843,975

Ōtorohanga water
meter renewals
$220,588

Roading stormwater management
$168,795

Ōtorohanga water
treatment plant MEICA
$469,916

Road widening associated with
pavement rehabilitation
$1817263

Kāwhia water
treatment plant MEICA
$442,651

Road widening associated
with pavement reseal
$969,148

Construct Kāwhia
wastewater system
$12,462,612

Arohena sundry MEICA
$30,000/year,
$90,810 with inflation

Kāwhia wastewater
treatment plant MEICA
$240,000 over five years

Ranginui Resource Consent
improvements required
$60,000

Ōtorohanga flood
protection MEICA
$235,830 over seven years

Ranginui sundry
MIECA $10,000/year,
$30,270

Ōtorohanga
stormwater MEICA
$196,525 over seven years

Tihiroa sundry MIECA
$54,351 over three years

Kāwhia stormwater MEICA
$43,236 over seven years

Ōtorohanga water meter
renewals $20,000/year,

2032-2051

2021-22 Shovel Ready
Projects ($2.5M)

2021-2023
$60,540 with inflation
Ōtorohanga water treatment
plant safety improvements
$30,270
Ōtorohanga water
treatment plant MIECA
$198,350 over three years
Kāwhia water treatment MIECA
$264,404 over three years
Design and tender professional
services - Kāwhia wastewater
system $787,450
Ōtorohanga flood protection
MEICA $90,810 over three years
Ōtorohanga stormwater modelling
$20,000
Ōtorohanga stormwater MIECA
$75,675 over three years
Kāwhia stormwater modelling
$10,000
Kāwhia stormwater MEICA
$16,649 over three years

2024-2031

2032-2051

6.3.1 Water
Figure 6.1 – Water Investment – Years 1-10

Estimated Investment (000's)

Water Investment - Years 1-10
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Table 6.4: Water Investment – Years 1-10
2021/22
(000’s)

2022/23
(000’s)

2023/24
(000’s)

2024/25
(000’s)

2025/26
(000’s)

2026/27
(000’s)

2027/28
(000’s)

2028/29
(000’s)

2029/30
(000’s)

2030/31
(000’s)

Opex

2,295

2,608

2,748

2,809

2,953

3,024

3,108

3,220

3,262

3,372

Capex - Renewal

1,744

565

803

400

734

1,321

1,313

442

1,080

310

Capex - Los

1,990

2,500

11

39

-

-

-

3

-

-

50

52

53

55

57

58

60

62

64

65

6,079

5,725

3,615

3,303

3,744

4,403

4,481

3,727

4,406

3,747

Capex - Growth
TOTAL

Figure 6.2 – Water Investment – Years 11-30

Estimated Investment (000's)

Water Investment - Years 11-30
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Table 6.5: Water Investment – Years 11-30
2031/32 – 2035/36
(000’s)

2036/37 – 2040/41
(000’s)

2041/42 – 2045/46
(000’s)

2046/47 – 2050/51
(000’s)

Opex

17,227

17,045

16,674

16,864

Capex - Renewal

3,333

1,748

172

1,332

497

1,179

172

199

-

-

-

-

21,057

19,972

17,018

18,395

Capex - Los
Capex - Growth
TOTAL

6.3.2 Wastewater
Figure 6.3 – Wastewater Investment – Years 1-10

Estimates Investment (000's)

Wastewater Investment - Years 1-10
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Table 6.6: Wastewater Investment – Years 1-10
2021/22
(000’s)

2022/23
(000’s)

2023/24
(000’s)

2024/25
(000’s)

2025/26
(000’s)

2026/27
(000’s)

2027/28
(000’s)

2028/29
(000’s)

2029/30
(000’s)

2030/31
(000’s)

1,030

925

1,006

1,172

1,537

1,807

1,844

1,865

1,884

2,076

Capex - Renewal

516

257

265

274

283

314

347

381

392

401

Capex - Los

75

1,943

374

6,466

6,771

-

-

3

-

-

Capex - Growth

75

545

53

55

57

58

60

62

64

65

1,696

3,670

1,698

7,967

8,648

2,179

2,251

2,311

2,340

2,542

Opex

TOTALS

Figure 6.4 – Wastewater Investment – Years 11-30

Estimated Investment (000's)

Wastewater Investment - Years 11-30
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Table 6.7: Water Investment – Years 11-30
2031/32 – 2035/36
(000’s)

2036/37 – 2040/41
(000’s)

2041/42 – 2045/46
(000’s)

2046/47 – 2050/51
(000’s)

Opex

8,367

8,451

8,212

7,963

Capex - Renewal

6,029

579

920

266

Capex - Los

-

-

-

-

Capex - Growth

-

-

-

-

14,396

9,030

9,132

8,229

TOTALS

6.3.3 Stormwater
Figure 6.5 – Stormwater Investment – Years 1-10
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Table 6.8: Stormwater Investment – Years 1-10
2021/22
(000’s)

2022/23
(000’s)

2023/24
(000’s)

2024/25
(000’s)

2025/26
(000’s)

2026/27
(000’s)

2027/28
(000’s)

2028/29
(000’s)

2029/30
(000’s)

2030/31
(000’s)

Opex

233

261

266

268

287

288

288

310

311

322

Capex - Renewal

331

135

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

Capex - Los

37

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Capex - Growth

50

52
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60

62

64

65

651

448
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357
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410
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427

TOTALS

Figure 6.6 – Stormwater Investment – Years 11-30

Estimated Investment (000's)

Stormwater Investment - Years 11-30
$3,000
$2,500
$2,000
Opex
Capex - Renewal

$1,500

Capex - LOS
$1,000

Capex - Growth

$500
$2031/32 – 2035/36 2036/37 – 2040/41 2041/42 – 2045/46 2046/47 – 2050/51

Table 6.9: Stormwater Investment – Years 11-30
2031/32 – 2035/36
(000’s)

2036/37 – 2040/41
(000’s)

2041/42 – 2045/46
(000’s)

2046/47 – 2050/51
(000’s)

1,732

1,874

2,189

2,383

591

332

1,427

358

Capex - Los

-

-

-

-

Capex - Growth

-

-

-

-

2,323

2,206

6,357

2,741

Opex
Capex - Renewal

TOTALS

6.3.4 Transportation
Figure 6.7 – Transport Investment – Years 1-10

Estimated Investment (000's)

Transportation Investment - Years 1-10
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Table 6.10: Transportation Investment – Years 1-10
2021/22
(000’s)

2022/23
(000’s)

2023/24
(000’s)

2024/25
(000’s)

2025/26
(000’s)

2026/27
(000’s)

2027/28
(000’s)

2028/29
(000’s)

2029/30
(000’s)

2030/31
(000’s)

Opex

8,493

8,702

8,787

8,981

9,379

9,698

10,137

10,513

10,714

10,268

Capex - Renewal

5,302

4,284

4,597

6,044

6,882

6,453

6,218

7,763

7,367

8,164

236

244

251

259

266

273

281

288

295

302

-

-

-

274

282

-

-

-

-

320

14,031

13,230

13,635

15,558

16,809

16,424

16,636

18,564

18,376

19,054

Capex - Los
Capex - Growth
TOTALS

Figure 6.8 – Transport Investment – Years 11-30

Estimated Investment (000's)

Transportation Investment - Years 11-30
$100,000
$90,000
$80,000
$70,000
$60,000

Opex

$50,000

Capex - Renewals

$40,000

Capex - LOS

$30,000

Capex - Growth

$20,000
$10,000
$2031/32 – 2035/36 2036/37 – 2040/41 2041/42 – 2045/46 2046/47 – 2050/51

Table 6.11: Transportation Investment – Years 11-30
2031/32 – 2035/36
(000’s)

2036/37 – 2040/41
(000’s)

2041/42 – 2045/46
(000’s)

2046/47 – 2050/51
(000’s)

Opex

58,752

68,009

76,817

86,347

Capex - Renewal

37,930

40,814

44,239

47,966

Capex - Los

1,604

1,757

1,910

2,064

-

-

-

-

98,286

110,580

122,966

136,377

Capex - Growth
TOTALS

6.3.5 All Core Infrastructure
Figure 6.9 –All Core Infrastructure – Years 1-10

Estimated Investment (000's)

All Core Infrastructure - Years 1-10
$35,000
$30,000
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Opex
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Capex - LOS

Capex - Growth

Average Opex

Average Capex

Table 6.12: All Core Infrastructure – Years 1-10
2021/22
(000’s)

2022/23
(000’s)

2023/24
(000’s)

2024/25
(000’s)

2025/26
(000’s)

2026/27
(000’s)

2027/28
(000’s)

2028/29
(000’s)

2029/30
(000’s)

2030/31
(000’s)

Opex

12,050

12,500

12,807

13,229

14,157

14,818

15,377

15,907

16,171

16,038

Capex - Renewal

7,891

5,241

5,698

6,751

7,933

8,124

7,914

8,624

8,877

8,914

Capex - Los

2,338

4,687

636

6,763

7,037

273

281

291

295

302

Capex - Growth

175

649

160

439

452

175

180

185

191

515

Average - Opex

14,305

14,305

14,305

14,305

14,305

14,305

14,305

14,305

14,305

14,305

Average - Capex

3,400

3,400

3,400

3,400

3,400

3,400

3,400

3,400

3,400

3,400

22,454

23,077

19,301

27,182

29,579

23,390

23,752

25,007

25,534

25,769

TOTALS

Figure 6.10 –All Core Infrastructure – Years 11-30

Estimated Investment (000's)

All Core Infrastructure - Years 11-30
$180,000
$160,000
$140,000
$120,000
$100,000
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$40,000
$20,000
$2031/32 – 2035/36
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2036/37 – 2040/41
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2041/42 – 2045/46
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2046/47 – 2050/51

Capex - Growth

Table 6.13: All Core Infrastructure – Years 11-30
2031/32 – 2035/36
(000’s)

2036/37 – 2040/41
(000’s)

2041/42 – 2045/46
(000’s)

2046/47 – 2050/51
(000’s)

Opex

86,078

95,380

103,892

113,557

Capex - Renewal

47,8883

43,474

46,758

49,918

2,101

2,936

2,082

2,263

-

-

-

-

136,062

141,790

152,732

165,738

Capex - Los
Capex - Growth
TOTAL

6.4

ASSUMPTIONS

Type

Assumption

Level of
Certainty

Potential Effects

Lifecycle

That asset replacement costs and useful lives are as stated in, (or close to), the
Asset Valuation, and that the depreciation reserves will adequately fund the
renewal of assets. Valuation figures are based on good industry practice and are
peer reviewed by an external expert in infrastructure asset valuation.

Medium

In upgrading treatment plants utilising Central Government
funding, this will incur future depreciation, a major driver of
rate increases. Council is also proactively accelerating the
capital programme through raising debt over the first three
years of the LTP.

That the three-yearly Financial Assistance Rate (FAR) from NZTA through the
National Land Transport Fund will remain, for the foreseeable future, for investment
in transportation infrastructure.

High

If either the FAR Council receives is reduced at the end of
the new three-year period, or the total allocation provided
by NZTA to Council is reduced, this will lead to deterioration
in the local roads. The cost to return the roads to similar or
improved residual life, will be significantly higher in the
future than now, based on construction price indices.

High

If the CCTV of the piped networks shows the residual life is
significantly shorter than predicted, this will leave a shortfall
in the depreciation reserves for renewals. Councils low
debt would enable it to continue renewals however some
capital through loan funding would be required.

That district growth aligns with current projections and that the District Growth
Management Strategy, currently being developed, will identify key infrastructure
deficiencies and enable prioritization and delivery of infrastructure
growth/improvement within forecast capital budgets.

Medium

The growth has been steady since 2006, and if it increased
or decreased, it would not have a material impact on the
programme in the first three years of the LTP. This will be
reviewed every three years.

That forecast budgets will be sufficient to deliver expected service levels despite
the supply chain impacts as a result of increased infrastructure investment in the
region, or there is some level of flexibility with regards to project timeframes to
ensure value for money.

High

With the significant levels of post-COVID-19 and PGF
funding granted nationally along with significant growth
pressures across the larger township within the Waikato,
Council hopes crown agencies such as DIA acknowledge
accelerating delivery to meet deadlines causing premium
pricing by suppliers is not an optimal use of funding.

That planned investment will slowly improve the form of our infrastructure networks
to align with modern day standards and expectations.

Medium

The programme of work in the LTP aligns with the Asset
Management Plans. If additional work was required, that

That additional external funding, through grants and/or subsidies, will be
periodically available from Central Government agencies for investment in core
infrastructure projects such as treatment plant upgrades.
That current assumptions of asset condition are accurate and forecast budgets will
be adequate to fund required asset renewals.
Improvements to asset management processes and planning will improve our
ability to predict, prioritise and plan the asset investment required to intervene at
the right time.

Demand

Levels
of
Service

Type

Assumption

Level of
Certainty

That the District Growth Management Strategy, currently being developed, will
identify deficiencies and enable a prioritised and planned approach to improving
this.

Potential Effects
would require higher staff resourcing above that currently
budgeted for.

That Asset Management Plans identify key vulnerabilities, especially for critical
assets, and there are mitigation strategies to reduce risks to Council and impacts
on customers.
It is assumed that natural disasters will not be catastrophic in scale, such as
experienced by Christchurch and Kaikoura, and that Council will be prepared to
respond to any natural hazards including floods, storms, earthquakes and volcanic
activity that occur.

Medium

Council obtains insurance through a collective involving
multiple Councils across NZ, and the insurers annually
assess the maximum probable loss and communicate that
back to the clients for consideration.

It is assumed that the District will be affected by long-term climate change in parallel
with predicted changes as advised by government agencies, and that any impacts
will be managed within forecast budgets.

Low

Forecasts will be reviewed every three years as part of the
LTP cycle and will take into account the latest agree
scientific evidence of mitigation and minimisation.

Conditions of existing resource consents held by Council will not be altered
significantly from that budgeted. Any resource consents due for renewal during the
10-year period will be renewed accordingly. Resource consents issued for new /
upgraded infrastructure will not contain significantly different conditions / standards
to those anticipated in the project.

Medium

Central Government support will be required to enable
Council to meet the increasing standards due to low rating
base.

Medium

This is dependent on the Three Waters reform and
Government review of the Resource Management Act.

It is assumed that Council will be able to obtain insurance cover as required from
private insurance companies.

Forecast investment will be sufficient to meet more stringent service standards for
drinking water, and resource consent requirements for wastewater consent
renewals.
That urban stormwater discharges will not require additional resource consents.
That legislated minimum levels of service / standards, (such as drinking water
quality), will not be changed.
That Council will retain the current boundaries and will continue to provide water,
wastewater and stormwater services.

